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INTRODUCTION
. An overview of the EDGE Bioinformatics Environment. The only Inputs required from the user are raw sequencing data and a project name. The user can create specific workflows with any combination of the modules. In addition, tailored parameters dictating how each module functions can be modified by the user. EDGE outputs a variety of files, tables and graphics which can be viewed on screen or downloaded. A more detailed overview is shown in Supplementary Figure S1. All Modules are described in the Methods section. 
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Using the PCR Primer Tools module, published primers that have been used to detect either Y. Figure S7 ).
10
the subsequent assembly produced 13,097 contigs totaling 14.8 Mb. Read mapping validation 208 suggested that the assembly represents 77.6% of the reads with a contig average fold coverage 209 of 24X (Supplementary Figure S8 ). Both the read-( Figure 3A) , and contig-based ( Figure 3B ) 210 taxonomy classification tools accurately identified most of the known community members of 211 this sample with the exception of the eukaryote since these tools were implemented to identify 212 bacteria and viruses. The contig plot of average G+C (%) versus average fold coverage can 213 also help distinguish groups of contigs that belong to different organisms ( Figure 3C Figure S9) . The contig-based taxonomy analyses also clearly showed Ebola 245 virus to be present, and confirmed that many contigs belonged to the same bacterial groups 246 identified by read-based analyses. Table S1 ). As a result of these findings 286 a new feature now present in EDGE separates plasmid from chromosomal hits for GOTTCHA,
287
thereby allowing for greater specificity in evaluating taxonomic profiling results ( Figure 5C ). The 
293

DISCUSSION
294
As the number of investigations that apply sequencing continues to climb, the wider genomics 295 community will greatly benefit from a user-friendly bioinformatics environment of integrated tools 296 and pipelines designed to address a large number of scenarios and scientific end-goals. The 
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All tools and modules can be run on Unix command line, however we provide a user-friendly 350 web-based graphic user interface (GUI). The GUI is primarily implemented using the JQuery 
377
Because some of the most challenging aspects of genomics involve the exponentially 378 increasing size of datasets and the resources required to move large datasets, a key benefit of 379 the EDGE Bioinformatics software is that it can be implemented on a stand-alone server that 380 can access datasets in local storage or in network-mounted space. We have tested EDGE
381
Bioinformatics with datasets of up to hundreds of millions of reads, on a variety of servers (e.g.
382
12-64 core servers with 64GB-512GB of RAM), with run times ranging from minutes to hours.
383
Using more CPUs will decrease runtime (see Table 1 ). All projects run for this manuscript were 384 performed on the publicly available server (https://bioedge.lanl.gov/), which is a Dell PowerEdge 385 R720 with 24 cores, 512GB RAM, and 7 TB disk space. On this particular server, we have 386 restricted use to a maximum of 20 CPUs that can be specified by any given analysis.
388
A user management system has been implemented to provide a level of privacy/security for a 389 user's submitted projects. When this system is activated, any user can view projects that have 390 been made public, but other projects can only be accessed by logging into the system using a 391 registered local EDGE account or via an existing social media account (Facebook, Google+,
19
The project page layout
396
A left navigation menu on the EDGE website provides access to the Home page, the Run 397 EDGE page (to initiate a new project) and the Projects list, allowing users to navigate to any In addition to the output text files, several graphics along with statistics are provided that outline 499 linear coverage of the reference, depth of coverage along the reference, number of variants, as 500 well as percentages of input reads and contigs mapped to the reference. Interactive JBrowse 501 views allow for the display of the reference and associated annotation (genes, rRNAs, etc.),
502
along with detailed views of the aligned reads and contigs, as well as any SNPs or small indels 503 that have been discovered. The major outputs of this module are displayed in Supplementary 504 Figure S1 (G, H, and I), while example outputs can be found in Figure 4 and Supplementary 505 Figure S6 .
507
Taxonomy Classification (Supplementary Figure S1, module 4) . Envisioned primarily for 508 use with metagenomic datasets or with novel genomes, this module allows both read-based and 509 contig-based classification (the latter performed if assembly was also selected). For taxonomic 510 classification of the reads, the user can select one or more of several available metagenome 511 tools (currently GOTTCHA, Kraken, and MetaPhlAn) along with BWA, a read mapper used 512 against RefSeq. The default is to run all tools to take advantage of their different strengths, and 513 to provide users with additional information to help interpret their data. Each of these classifiers 514 has its own algorithm and database, parameters for the search, and required input format, all of 515 which are automatically managed within the EDGE platform. The specific output formats of each 516 tool are unified into a common framework to generate the reports/graphs displayed by EDGE.
517
There is also an option to classify only unassembled reads, if assembly is selected and the user 518 desires to only classify unassembled data.
520
The results of each read-based taxonomy profiling method are summarized in comparative 521 views (heatmap plots and radar charts summarize the top hits of each tool) at the user-selected individual tool-based views with taxonomy tree dendrograms and Krona charts (e.g. Figure 5C ) 524 while more detailed outputs can be found within the directory links.
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